


Type 01 Size: 168 X 70 X 
12 CM

(5.5 Feet Long)

Type 02 Size: 210 X 70 X 
12 CM

(6.89 Feet Long)

Board
(With Controller, Receiver, Battery Capsule) 1 PC Kit Sets 1 Set

30AH Battery 1 PC Board Package 1 PC

Foot Leash + Magnetic Switch 1 PC eFoil Sets 1 Set

Wireless Remote Control 1 PC Remote Control Charger 1 PC

Battery Charger 1 PC

Full Sets Include:
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This Manual
Supports instruction for 
the Type 01 and Type 02 

FliFoil Surfboards



Overview
Surfboard: Has floating ability and equipped for any other surf 
lifestyles and water sports.

Hydrofoil System: This is a hydrofoil system of specialized design, it 
contains a plate, vertical bar, horizontal bar, front wing and rear wing; 
connected with screws through concave and convex structures which 
are installed at the bottom of the surfboard.

Motor Propulsive System: This system is equipped with a permanent 
magnetic brushless motor (PMBM), and works with a bypass propeller. 
The motor and propeller are mounted on the vertical rod of the 
hydrofoil.

Battery: This device is a Lithium Battery (ATJ-BMS), which provides 
long and powerful energy. 

	Battery specification: 13 series of lithium batteries; Voltage range 
48V, Current 30Ah. The battery is installed in the sealed box of the 
Efoil Surfboard.

Controller of Motor: Controls the operation of the Motor. It is In-
stalled in the sealed box of the Surfboard.

Control Circuit: includes a magnetic controlling switch, battery 
indicator and remote control receiver, installed in the sealed box of 
the surfboard.

Magnet: Connect with the magnetic switch.

Step 1: Take out parts, flip the board over and mount the mast onto 
the base of the board. 

Step 2: Turn the board to face up and connect the one wires from the 
mast through the circular hole of the box to the controller in the small 
section of the box. 

NOTE: Water will enter the small section of the box when board is not 
flying out on water, to give the controller a cooling effect.

Step 3: Place the battery inside the waterproof box, and connect the 
cables to the matching color connections.

NOTE: Remember putting back the waterproof cover after each charge.

Step 4: Turn the two handles anti-clockwise to lock the cover.

If you want to open the waterproof hatch, please turn the handles in 
a clockwise direction.
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Installation



Remote Control Charging

When the remote control works, the current is 20 mA, and it can be 
used for 17 hours once fully charged

1. Charging needs to be done in a safe, dry and well-ventilated 
environment between 0 and 30 degrees Celsius.

2. Connect the wireless charger to the power supply. Wait about 4 
seconds for the charger to power up and check.

3. Put the charging surface of the remote control (marked with 
red charging point) match with the red point on the center of 
the charging plate . The blue breathing light flash one by one, 
which indicates that the charging is under way and the blue light 
indicates that the charging is completed.                                                            

 NOTE: Move the remote control away from the charging plate 
after full charging.

4. When the remote control has not been charged for a long time, 
resulting in low battery power, the battery will automatically cut 
off at the specified voltage. At this time, when charging, the blue 
and green lights will come on at intervals. At this time, it takes 
a little longer time to wait for the battery to open and close the 
charge and discharge circuit, and then charge normally.

5. If the remote control is turned on during charging, the battery 
symbol on the display screen of the remote control will show that 
the battery is being charged .Since power is consumed both when 
the remote is turned off and when it is turned on, it is possible 
that even though the remote is fully charged, the charger still 
works with a small charging current and the charger still displays 
a blue breathing light. The entire charging process will take up to 
1.5 hours.

Special reminder

1. It is needed that use a firm rope tied the remote control to the 
wrist, remote control is not floated. 

2. The remote control must be stored in a dry environment of 0-40 
degrees Celsius, otherwise it is easy to damage.

3.  After the remote control is used, soak it in clean fresh water for 
cleaning, and then drain the water, and store it with screws facing 
down.

4. The remote control must be charged within three months.

Safety Design

1.  Magnetic Switch: The board automatically stops moving once the 
rider falls into the water 

2.  When the battery shuts down and the board is still in the middle of 
the water, take off the magnetic key for 6 seconds and reconnect 
soon after. Restart the engine and maintain gear 1 or gear 2 speed 
to reach the shore (this feature is our unique design worldwide).

Warning 

1.  Use the FliFoil board in water with a depth of over 1.5 meters. Be 
aware of barriers that may break the wing of the hydrofoil.

2.  Do not disassemble our key parts, such as the motor, the battery, 
the controller, remote controller, etc.  We will not be held liable 
for damages caused due to human error. 

3.  Please drive the FliFoil surfboard on wide waters and avoid hitting 
various underwater obstacles. 

Warranty

Warranty for the Board and all parts is valid for 6 months.

“Reserve the right of 
final interpretation”

Step 5: Match code for the remote control. (In general, we have 
finished matching before sending out). 

Operation of Remote Control

Keys:

1 — Speed Up
2 — Speed Down
3 — Power Key
4 — Speed Trigger
5 — Continuous Signal
6 — Power Display (Board Battery)
7 — Power Display (Remote Control)
8 — Speed Percentage

Working Steps:

1:  Connect with the magnetic switch to process the circuit. After 
the power is turned on, the control circuit starts to initialize and 
self-check for 6 seconds,while the remote control starts to match 
codes. (A signal display appears in the upper left corner of the 
remote control screen5, indicating that it has been connected).         

2:  Use the remote control to operate the increase and decrease of 
speed or to stop the board. 

3:  Adjust the elevation of the FliFoil Surfboard by moving your body 
upward or backward, control the directions by moving your body 
left or right. 

4:  Modulate the speed by pressing the ‘up’ or ‘down’ buttons of the 
remote control or trigger. 

5:  Once the FliFoil Surfboard takes off, body weight and angle of 
elevations also determines the amount of speed of the FliFoil 
Surfboard. 

6:  Once speed is obtained,the hydrofoil exerts power to lift the 
board from the water. 

7: Voltage of the battery and speed of the board begins to change 
after a certain amount of time of riding. At this instance, press the 
“up”button or press the trigger on the remote control to maintain 
height of flight.

 NOTE: The battery is built to withstand over-heating, low circuit 
pressure and current over load to avoid battery damage. 

8: The controller is built with voltage and current protection modes 
to prevent damage of the battery and controller.                       

 NOTE: The overheating protection mode will result in the power 
shutting down. Power will be restored after the battery has cooled 
down. 

9:  Low voltage protection mode is set at 27V±0,2V, at this instance 
the battery should be charged. Disconnection of cables should be 
done after charging is complete. 

10:  Power supply of the battery is limited when it reaches current 
over-load protection mode, keeping the voltage low. At this point, 
disconnect the two cables of the battery to cut off the current and 
reconnect the cables once again to restore battery power supply.

11:  Low voltage protection mode of the controller is set at 27.5 V. 
Once this level is reached, the controller and propeller will stop 
working. Turn off the magnetic switch and reconnect to restart 
and ride in a low speed.

Matching Codes 

1:  Usually this process is finished before delivery, but for some 
reason it is possible to lose contact. In this case, we should match 
code once more. 

2:  Make sure all the connection parts are in working condition. 

3:  During 6 seconds after connecting the magnetic switch, press "1" 
and "3" on the remote control at the same time until the buzzing 
ends, to gain signal, you will see continuous signal on the screen 
"5". 

4:  Once the codes are matched successfully, the information will be 
automatically marked in the control circuit of the FliFoil Surfboard. 

 NOTE: Failure to match codes will require another attempt until 
marking successful.

Installation Continued
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